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Completed in 2012, the 6900-square-foot Sustainable Living
Center at Maharishi University of Management is a model
of environmental excellence. A WholeTrees® round timber
structural system was chosen to comply with the International
Living Building Challenge’s (ILBC) mandate to find a source for
materials within 300 miles of the project site in Fairfield, IA,
and to function as a carbon sink for the building as a whole.
The timber structural elements were fabricated from quaking
aspen trees harvested from sustainably managed woodlands
in southwestern Wisconsin.
WholeTrees worked with sustainable architecture practice
Innovative Design to integrate the structural system with the
building’s other environmentally conscious features. The
building features PV panels on its roof, a rainwater catchment
system, natural ventilation, and local and regional sourcing for
all materials in accordance with the ILBC.
WholeTrees provides a sustainable structural alternative for
commercial and institutional buildings. These systems are both
structural and sculptural, bringing dynamism into the building
while sequestering CO2 from the atmosphere.
22 WholeTrees columns
24 WholeTrees beams
2 WholeTrees structural arches
18,000 lbs. of load carried by WholeTrees structural system
Integrated with structural earth block system produced on-site
Heated and cooled by solar water heaters and geothermal tubing
Complies with the Cascadia Living Building Challenge
Exceeds USGBC LEED Platinum Standard
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WholeTrees® as an Alternative to Steel
WholeTrees structural systems can replace or complement
conventional steel columns, open-web girders, and joists.
Dramatic interiors and structural entryways create strong
brand identities for retail, office, manufacturing, recreation
centers, and warehouses.The structural integrity of round
timber is inherent in the way the material grows. WholeTrees
manages costs by leveraging existing strength with costeffective steel connections and production processes.
As demonstrated in Maharishi University’s Sustainable Living
Center, WholeTrees structural systems can also integrate
with other building systems such as stick-frame, SIPs, or ICF
construction. WholeTrees also works with licensed structural
engineers to detail and stamp each structural system.

WholeTrees® in Commercial Construction
• Are 50% stronger than a milled timber of the same diameter,
thanks to the incredible tensile strength of their outermost fibers.
In pure tension, an unmilled tree is as strong as steel.
• Carry the ILFI Declare label, HPD®s, and contribute up to 9 LEED
v4 credits.
• Integrate with a wide range of conventional construction materials
and are a cost-effective way to add aesthetic value and sustainability
credits to your structural system.
• Provide a low embodied energy and high CO2 capture alternative
to steel, recycled steel, and traditional milled lumber.

Cost Comparison
Initial comparisons between regionally sourced recycled
steel and WholeTrees® products favored the WholeTrees
round timbers in price and efficiency. Type IV construction
allows structural heavy timber without further fireproofing,
creating substantial cost savings.
To further its own market research, WholeTrees had the
project re-engineered using steel and found that the round
timber structural system outperformed conventional steel
in cost at all stages, from delivery through installation and
fireproofing. WholeTrees keeps prices lower by leveraging
the natural strength of trees with cost-effective steel
connections, webbing, and production processes.

